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LaFe1�xNixO3�d (x¼0.1�1.0) perovskites were synthesized via citrate route. The p(O2)-stability of the

perovskite phases LaFe1�xNixO3�d has been evaluated at 1100 1C based on the results of XRD analysis of

powder samples annealed at various p(O2) and quenched to room temperature. The isothermal

LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ cross-section of the phase diagram of the La–Fe–Ni–O system has been proposed

in the range of oxygen partial pressure �15o log p(O2)/atmr0.68. The unit cell parameters of

orthorhombic perovskites O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d increase with decrease in p(O2) at fixed composition x.

This behavior is explained on the basis of size factor. The decomposition temperatures of rhombohedral

phases R-LaFe1�xNixO3�d for x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 in air were determined as 1137, 1086, 1060 and

995 1C, respectively.

& 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nonstoichiometric complex oxides of general formula
LaFe1�xNixO3�d, formed in the quasi-binary LaFeO3�d–LaNiO3�d

system, were suggested as promising materials for catalysis
application and solid oxide fuel cell electrodes [1–11]. Recently,
it was shown that LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions could be
considered as potential thermoelectric materials in thermo-
electric generators for waste heat recycling [12,13].

The phase relations in the LaFeO3�d–LaNiO3�d system in air
were discussed earlier in [1,9,14–17]. Single-phase LaFe1�x

NixO3�d solid solutions were found to crystallize in two different
symmetries: orthorhombic symmetry (sp.gr. Pbnm or Pnma) or
rhombohedral symmetry (sp.gr. R�3c), which define a crystal
structure of the parent binary oxides LaFeO3�d or LaNiO3�d,
respectively. Lanthanum orthoferrite (LaFeO3) is stable in air up to
its melting point (�1900 1C) [18], while the thermal stability of
lanthanum nickelate (LaNiO3�d) is limited to 980–1000 1C
[19,20]. Incorporation of iron into the nickel sublattice in
LaNiO3�d increases its thermal stability [14,16]. However, the
decomposition temperatures of LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions
have not been determined yet.

High-temperature XRD and dilatometry studies of
LaFe1�xNixO3�d revealed the first-order phase transition from
orthorhombic to rhombohedral structure [9]. The temperature of
this phase transition decreased while nickel concentration (x) in
LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions increased and for compositions
with x¼0.2, x¼0.4 and x¼0.5 its value was about 650, 250 and
ll rights reserved.
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237 1C, respectively [9,17]. Available literature data on solubility
limits (x) and crystal symmetry of LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions
is summarized in Table 1.

Phase equilibria and crystal structure of phases in the La–Fe–Ni–O
system at 1100 1C in air were presented in our recent work [21].
It was shown that under these conditions, together with perovskite-
type complex oxide series LaFe1�xNixO3�d, the following solid
solutions were formed: La4(Ni1�yFey)3O10�d (0ryr0.3), La3(Ni1�z

Fez)2O7�d (0rzr0.05), La2Ni1�vFevO4 (0rvr0.05), NikFe3�kO4

(0.81rkr1.05), Ni1�mFemO (0rmr0.05) and Fe2�pNipO3 (0rpr
0.04) [21]. However, there is no information about thermodynamic
stability of the LaFe1�xNixO3�d oxides depending on oxygen partial
pressure variations.

Thus, the aims of the present study are: (i) determination of
the perovskite phase stability in the quasi-binary system
LaFeO3�d-‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ as a function of oxygen partial pressure at
1100 1C and (ii) evaluation of decomposition temperatures of the
rhombohedral phases LaFe1�xNixO3�d with x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0
in air.
2. Experimental

The samples were synthesized via citrate precursor route.
Chemically pure grade lanthanum nitrate hexahydrate
La(NO3)3 �6H2O, iron oxalate dihydrate Fe(C2O4) �2H2O and nickel
acetate tetrahydrate Ni(CH3COO)2 �4H2O were used as starting
materials. Stoichiometric amounts of the reagents were dissolved
in the diluted nitric acid HNO3 (1 vol of 65% acid to 3 vol of
distilled water) to transform the corresponding oxalates and
acetates into nitrates. After that an appropriate amount of citric
acid monohydrate C6H5O4(OH)3 �H2O (analytical-pure grade) was
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Table 1
Solubility limits (x) and symmetry of the LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions. O – orthorhombic symmetry, R – rhombohedral symmetry.

Synthesis condition Symmetry Ref.

O O+R R

conventional solid state synthesis, pellets, 1250 1C 0rxr0.5 – x¼0.6 [1]

citric precursor, powder, 900 1C 0rxr0.4 x¼0.5 0.6rxr1 [14]

nitrate precursor, pellets, 1450–1510 1C, slow cooled 0.4rxr0.5 � x¼0.3 [15]

citric precursor, powder, 1100 1C, quenched 0rxr0.4 x¼0.5 0.6rxr0.8 [16]

citric precursor, pellets, 1000–1200 1C 0rxr0.4 (20 1C) x¼0.5 (2–37 1C) x¼0.2 (800 1C) [9,17]

x¼0.5 (�243 1C) x¼0.4 (600 1C)

x¼0.5 (127 1C)
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added in order to substitute all nitrate groups to citrate. Slow
heating of the citrate gel precursors led to formation of viscous
gel, which during further increase of temperature dried and
ignited spontaneously. Following heat treatment at 800 1C for 5
days with intermediate grindings allowed obtaining final
products. The samples with composition x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0
were divided into two parts and treated in different ways.

The first part was used for electrical conductivity measure-
ments in order to determine the thermal stability of
LaFe1�xNixO3�d solid solutions in air. The samples for electrical
conductivity measurements were prepared as follows. Obtained
black fine powders of LaFe1�xNixO3�d with x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0
synthesized via decomposition of citrate precursors were pressed
into rectangular bars under the pressure 15 MPa and finally
sintered in air correspondingly at 1100, 1030, 900 and 850 1C
for 12 h. XRD analysis of the samples, prepared in such a way,
confirmed the presence of single rhombohedrally distorted
perovskite phase (sp.gr. R�3c).

The samples for determination of phase equilibria at 1100 1C
as a function of oxygen partial pressure were treated as follows.
Prior to being annealed and quenched under various oxygen
partial pressures at 1100 1C obtained powders of LaFe1�xNixO3�d

with nominal compositions x¼0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
and 0.9 were equilibrated at 1100 1C in air for 5 days with
intermediate grindings every 20 h.

Phase composition and crystal structure of the samples were
examined by XRD analysis using DRON4 diffractometer (Cu-Ka
radiation, Ni-filter, 2y¼20–701, scan step¼0.021). The XRD data
were analyzed by means of the Rietveld method using FullProf
package [22].

Phase equilibria and thermodynamic stability of the perovskite
phases LaFe1�xNixO3�d in the LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ system were
studied based on the results of XRD data for quenched samples.
The powder samples were quenched from 1100 1C to room
temperature in the leak-proof cell equipped with an electro-
chemical oxygen pump and a sensor in order to control the
oxygen partial pressure. The samples of LaFe1�xNixO3�d were
kept in alumina crucibles at a given oxygen partial pressure
and temperature 1100 1C for 16–20 h to equilibrate them with
an ambient atmosphere prior to quenching. Such anneals
with following quenching to room temperature at required
oxygen pressure were repeated several times until a uniformity
between the previous and following XRD patterns had been
achieved.

Decomposition temperatures for Ni-rich solid solutions
(x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0) were determined in air by measuring
their electrical conductivity at constant heating rate of 101/h
using a standard DC 4-probe technique.

Since the conductivity measurements were used only for the
aim of thermal analysis, the densities of sintered samples had not
been determined, though due to the relatively low sintering
temperatures the samples seemed to be porous.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermal stability of LaNixFe1�xO3�d (x¼1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7)

phases in air

The temperature dependences of specific electrical conductiv-
ity obtained for the single phase LaNixFe1�xO3�d solid solutions
with x¼1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7 are presented in Fig. 1. It is suggested that
the changes in monotonicity of each curve correspond to the
beginning of perovskite phase decomposition.

Undoped lanthanum nickelate LaNiO3�d decomposes comple-
tely at fixed T and p(O2) forming La4Ni3O10�d and NiO, because
this three-phase equilibrium is nonvariant [20,23]. An addition of
one component (Fe) makes this three-phase system mono-
variant. Therefore, a decrease in oxygen pressure leads to changes
in composition of coexisting oxides. From the general point of
view decomposition process of solid solution at the limiting
conditions (temperature and oxygen pressure) occurs as follows:
the composition of solid solution is depleted in some components
and additional phases, relatively enriched by those components,
appear. As a rule, decomposition process of complex oxides
containing 3d-transition metals (while temperature increases or
oxygen pressure decreases) is accompanied by a decrease in
oxidation state of these metals at least in one of the products.

XRD analysis of decomposed LaNixFe1�xO3�d (xo1) samples
showed the presence of the following phases: rhombohedral
perovskite phase (sp.gr. R�3c), orthorhombic phase La4(Ni,Fe)3

O10�d (sp.gr. Cmcm) and (Ni,Fe)O (sp.gr. Fm3m). Such a phase
composition is in a good agreement with the phase diagram of the
La–Fe–Ni–O system obtained earlier at 1100 1C in air [21]. It
should be mentioned that XRD analysis gave a true qualitative
phase composition of the samples after decomposition because
they were cooled down at a cooling rate of 4001/h compared to a
heating rate of 101/h that prevented the possibility of reverse
formation of perovskite phase during cooling process. Taking
into account the results of XRD analysis the decomposition
reaction of LaNixFe1�xO3�d (x¼0.9, 0.8, and 0.7) while tempera-
ture increase (or oxygen partial pressure decrease) can be written
as follows:

LaNixFe1�xO3�d ¼ aLaNiyFe1�yO3�dþbLa4ðNi1�zFezÞ3O10�d

þbðNi1�vFevÞOþcO2, ð1Þ

Here, yox and (Ni1�vFev)O solid solution is enriched with
nickel in comparison with the perovskite phases. In the other
words, each limiting composition of LaNixFe1�xO3�d corresponds
to the particular fixed conditions (T, pO2) and gradual changes in
these conditions lead to a gradual change in the limiting
composition of the solid solution.

The proposed decomposition mechanism for iron-substituted
lanthanum nickelates LaNixFe1�xO3�d is in a good agreement
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with the thermal stability of lanthanum nickelates summarized in
[23] and phase relations in the quasi-binary system LaFeO3–
‘‘LaNiO3�d’’, which will be discussed below.

The thermal stability of rhombohedral LaNixFe1�xO3�d solid
solutions significantly increases with iron content (1�x) accord-
ing to the results of the present study and earlier papers [1,20,21],
which well agree with each other (Fig. 2).
3.2. Phase diagram of the quasi-binary LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’

system

According to the result of XRD analysis two types of single-
phase LaFe1�xNixO3�d oxides were obtained after equilibrating
anneals at 1100 1C in air: with orthorhombic perovskite structure
(sp.gr. Pbnm) within the range x¼0.1–0.4 and with rhombohedral
perovskite structure (sp.gr. R�3c) for the samples with x¼0.6 and
0.7. The sample with nominal composition LaFe0.5Ni0.5O3�d

consisted of two above-mentioned orthorhombic and rhombohe-
dral perovskite phases with limiting compositions (x close to 0.4
and 0.6, respectively). XRD pattern of the LaFe0.2Ni0.8O3�d sample
revealed reflections of the rhombohedral perovskite (sp.gr. R�3c)
as a major phase and La4(Ni,Fe)3O10 (�1%) as an impurity.
The observed phase relations for LaFe1�xNixO3�d series are in a
good agreement with the ones reported previously [21] except for
LaFe0.2Ni0.8O3�d (single phase in [21] and �1% of impurity in the
present study). This slight discrepancy is probably caused by more
precise XRD used in the present work or due to the deviations in
the temperature control during the annealing of the samples in
earlier work [21]. Furthermore, in the previous section, it was
shown that LaFe0.2Ni0.8O3�d sample started to decompose at
temperature about 1086 1C in air.

The phase composition of the LaFe1�xNixO3�d samples,
quenched at various oxygen partial pressures from 1100 1C to
room temperature, was determined by XRD. Overall compositions
of the samples annealed at particular oxygen pressure p(O2) are
shown as filled circles in the isothermal LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’
cross-section of phase diagram of the La–Fe–Ni–O system (Fig. 3).

Phase relations in the La–Fe–Ni–O system can be represented
in different diagram forms. If both temperature and oxygen
pressure are fixed a phase diagram can be shown as composi-
tional tetrahedron. However, if we like to use oxygen pressure as a
variable it is better to represent the composition of condensed
phases in the form of triangle based on the metallic components
joint with p(O2) axis in perpendicular direction [24]. Oxygen
content of each phase cannot be determined from this form of
diagram but can be presented as assigned value. Since the
total composition of each studied sample obey the ratio
La:(Fe+Ni)¼1:1, suggested phase diagram in the form of triangle
prism can be presented as its plane LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ cross-
section. It has to be noted that not all fields of obtained cross-
section represent coexisting phases lying in this particular plane.
Most of them are just cross-sections of the polyhedrons based on
the phases located beyond the presented plane within three-
dimensional La–Fe–Ni–O phase diagram. Since LaNiO3�d is not
stable at 1100 1C within the whole range of studied p(O2), all
fields in the cross-section (Fig. 3), adjoining to the right-hand axis
(corresponded to the nominal composition ‘‘LaNiO3�d’’), are of
that type.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, the p(O2)-stability range both
of orthorhombic (O) and rhombohedral (R) solid solutions is
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enlarged with decreasing the nickel concentration (x) in
LaFe1�xNixO3�d as expected from the p(O2)–T-stability range of
the parent oxides LaFeO3�d [18,25] and LaNiO3�d [19,20]. The
boundary of existence for O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d varies from x¼0 at
log p(O2)/atm¼–15.12 [25] to x�0.4 at log p(O2)/atm¼–0.68 and
that of for R-LaFe1�xNixO3�d is changed from x�0.6 at log p(O2)/
atm¼–2.06 to x�0.8 at log p(O2)/atm¼–0.68. Therefore the two-
phase field (I), consisting of both orthorhombic (near x¼0.4) and
rhombohedral (near x¼0.6) LaFe1�xNixO3�d perovskites, is lim-
ited by the boundary of existence for the later composition. The
phase composition of the fields O, R, and (I) and their boundaries
listed above was confirmed by XRD. Some of the Rietveld-refined
XRD patterns of the LaFe1�xNixO3�d samples with nominal
compositions x¼0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 annealed at 1100 1C under
various p(O2) and then quenched to room temperature are shown
in Fig. 4. The border of existence of O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d phases was
also evaluated on the basis of refined unit cell parameters of
coexisting phases performed for multi-phase samples from the
field (II) (Fig. 4).

The phase composition of the B, C, D and E fields, which do not
contain perovskite phases was deduced from the stability limits of
undoped lanthanum nickelates La4Ni3O10�d and La3Ni2O7�d [23]
(represented as open rhombs on the right-hand axis in Fig. 3),
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nLa:n(Ni + Fe)a1:1 do not belong to the plane of selected cross-
section their compositions (Fe/Ni ratio) should not be determined
from the presented phase diagram fragment (Fig. 3).

Special attention should be paid to the field F similarly to the
fields (III) and (IV) that contains coexisting perovskite-type and
K2NiF4-type solid solutions. This field represents the equilibrium
transformation described by the following reaction:

ðNi1�vFevÞO3aðNi1�vuFevuÞOþbðNi1�kFekÞþcO2: ð2Þ

The width of this field is very narrow, but the phase equilibria
in the Fe–Ni–O system within the Ni-enriched range of composi-
tions [26] prove its existence.

The boundaries between the fields (IV)–(V) and the fields
(V)–(VI) at log p(O2)¼–10.05 and log p(O2)¼–15.12 in the
LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ cross-section represent the La2NiO4/La2O3,
Ni [24] and LaFeO3/La2O3, Fe [25] equilibria, respectively. Since the
fraction of iron in the La2(Ni,Fe)O4+d solid solution does not exceed
0.075 in air [21] we suppose that the decomposition pressure p(O2)
of limiting solid solution is practically the same (horizontal line at
log p(O2)¼–10.05 in Fig. 3) as for undoped La2NiO4.

The Rietveld analysis of XRD data for single-phase
O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d allowed us to evaluate the effect of decreasing
p(O2) on the values of refined unit cell parameters. The obtained
log p(O2)-dependences of the unit cell parameters for single-phase
O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d samples with x¼0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 annealed at
1100 1C and quenched to room temperature are shown in Fig. 5. The
unit cell parameters increase when p(O2) decreases at a given x, as
expected. Such behavior can be related to the lowering of oxygen
-10
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Fig. 5. Log p(O2)-dependences of unit cell parameters for O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d oxides
content (3�d) that consequently leads to a decrease in average
oxidation state of 3d-transition metals (Fe,Ni) in the
O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d oxide. It becomes obvious if one compares the
effective ionic radii of 3d-metals in different oxidation states
(CN¼6): r(Fe4+)¼0.585 Åor(Fe3+)¼0.645 Åor(Fe2+)¼0.78 and
r(Ni3+)¼0.56 Åor(Ni2+)¼0.69 Å [27]. This effect is well known as
isothermal, or chemical, or, in other words, defect-induced
expansion [28–32]. The dependences of the unit cell parameters
versus composition (x) at fixed p(O2) for O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d can be
also explained based on a size factor since the effective ionic radii of
iron are larger than those of nickel in the same oxidation state:
r(Fe3+)¼0.645 Å4r(Ni3+)¼0.56 Å and r(Fe2+)¼0.784r(Ni2+)¼
0.69 Å [27]. A similar dependence of the unit cell parameters
versus composition was observed earlier [14,16,21] for
LaFe1�xNixO3�d synthesized at p(O2)¼0.21 atm.
4. Conclusion

The p(O2)-stability of the perovskite phases LaFe1�xNixO3�d

has been evaluated at 1100 1C based on XRD analysis of powder
samples annealed under various p(O2) and quenched to room
temperature. The isothermal LaFeO3�d–‘‘LaNiO3�d’’ cross-section
of the phase diagram of the La–Fe–Ni–O system has been
proposed within the range of oxygen partial pressure �15o log
p(O2)/atmr�0.68. It has been shown that the unit cell
parameters of the orthorhombic perovskites O-LaFe1�xNixO3�d

increase with decrease in p(O2) at a given x. The decomposition
temperatures of rhombohedral phases R-LaFe1�xNixO3�d for
-10

5.51

5.52

5.53

5.54

5.55

x = 0.3

x = 0.2

x = 0.1

b,
 Å

-10
237

238

239

240

241

242

x = 0.3

x = 0.2

x = 0.1

V
, Å

3

log p (O2) / atm
-8 -6 -4 -2 0

log p (O2) / atm
-8 -6 -4 -2 0

annealed at 1100 1C under various p(O2) and quenched to room temperature.
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x¼0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0 in air were determined as 1137, 1086, 1060
and 995 1C, respectively.
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